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ABSTRACT

Background/Objectives Healthcare professionals (HCP) are confronted with an increased demand for assessments of important health status measures, such as patient-reported outcome measurements (PROM), and the time this requires. The aim of this study was to investigate the effectiveness and acceptability of using an HCP robot assistant, and to test the hypothesis that a robot can autonomously acquire PROM data from older adults.

Design A pilot randomised controlled cross-over study where a social robot and a nurse administered three PROM questionnaires with a total of 52 questions.

Setting A clinical outpatient setting with community-dwelling older adults.

Participants Forty-two community-dwelling older adults (mean age: 77.1 years, SD: 5.7 years, 45% female).

Measurements The primary outcome was the task time required for robot–patient and nurse–patient interactions. Secondary outcomes were the similarity of the data and the percentage of robot interactions completed autonomously. The questionnaires resulted in two values (robot and nurse) for three indexes of frailty, well-being and resilience. The data similarity was determined by comparing these index values using Bland-Altman plots, Cohen’s kappa (κ) and intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC). Acceptability was assessed using questionnaires.

Results The mean robot interview duration was 16.57 min (SD=1.53 min), which was not significantly longer than the nurse interviews (14.92 min, SD=8.47 min; p=0.19). The three Bland-Altman plots showed moderate to substantial agreement between the frailty, well-being and resilience scores (κ=0.61, 0.50 and 0.45, and ICC=0.79, 0.86 and 0.66, respectively). The robot autonomously completed 39 of 42 interviews (92.8%).

Conclusion Social robots may effectively and acceptably assist HCPs by interviewing older adults.

INTRODUCTION

An important set of medical data consists of patient responses to medical questionnaires, such as patient-reported outcome measurements (PROM).1–3 PROM data provide essential information about a patient’s health status and the effectiveness of the delivered care.4 A survey of nearly 100 000 clinical trials published between 2007 and 2013 found that PROMs were used in 27% of these trials; however, interviewing an older patient for a PROM is a time-consuming administrative task for healthcare professionals (HCP), whose time is often very limited. This problem is further exacerbated by the increasing shortage of medical personnel5; therefore, patients are frequently asked to provide the data themselves using computers, tablets or smartphones.6–7 Many patients, in particular older patients, have difficulties using digital technology solutions because of their lack of digital literacy8 or their disabilities (eg, low vision).9 In cases where older patients are requested to complete forms via the internet, the non-response rate is high (74%) and increases with age.10 Social robots can be viewed as humanoid robots with which a person can interact like with another person.11,12 They are emerging as potential supporting technologies for HCPs, and their potential for involvement with patient data collection is currently under investigation.13 The use of social robots in the care of older patients has been widely investigated14–21; however, to the best of our knowledge, their ability to independently conduct a health status questionnaire in a hospital setting has not yet been evaluated. Our study therefore adds to the scarce research on robot-assisted surveys.

Our hypothesis is that the social robot task time for autonomously conducting lengthy PROM surveys in older adults does not differ significantly from the task.
time if an HCP conducts the survey (the current practice). We already showed proof of concept regarding the acceptability and effectiveness of social robots interacting with a group of older volunteers, but did not compare this with regular care.22 In this study, we aimed to test our hypothesis with community-dwelling older adults using a specifically designed robot–participant interaction programme on the Pepper robot.23 This social robot has a friendly engaging appearance and a height of 1.2 m as preferred by older adults.24 The voice recognition capability of Pepper is based on matching with a preprogrammed set of words. The robot further combines the recognition of a face in its camera image and the direction of the voice sound signal to turn its head to the person talking. We measured the task completion percentage without HCP intervention, the agreement between data obtained via the HCP and robot-conducted surveys, and compared the task duration and acceptability of these methods of data collection.

METHODS

Experimental procedure

During the RP session, the nurse welcomed the participant and accompanied them to the examination room with the robot (figure 1). The nurse and the participant sat opposite the robot, and the nurse explained that she had a new robotic assistant to help in her administrative tasks by verbally administering questionnaires. The participant received an instruction card explaining his dialogue options, which were also displayed with a large font size for easy readability on the robot’s screen (online supplementary figure 1).28 This allows the participant to think about the options independent of memory function, and select the most appropriate answer. After a short training dialogue for the participant, the nurse instructed them how to command the robot to start the actual RP interaction, and then left the room, leaving the participant alone with the robot. On the participant’s start command, the robot began the interview with the questionnaires, asking for confirmation of each answer it registered. On interview completion the robot thanked the participant. This procedure is further detailed in online supplementary appendix 1.

The NP interaction procedure was comparable to the RP procedure, except that the nurse interviewed the participant, showed the questions and answer options on a paper form and noted the given answers.

Outcomes

The primary outcome measure was the time required for completion of the questionnaires in the RP and NP interactions. The secondary outcome measures were the data similarity, and the percentage of RP interactions completed autonomously (without HCP intervention). We also evaluated the opinion of the participants on the acceptability of using the robot technology for clinical interviews.

Participants

Participants were recruited by newspaper advertisements or through local older adult organisations in the period from November 2017 to January 2018. The inclusion criteria were as follows: aged over 70, Dutch speaking, living independently and no cognitive disabilities.
Sample size
Using G*power for a dependent t-test (two tailed) within subjects,29 a sample size of 36 people was calculated to be required to detect a 0.5 effect on the efficiency (time) of PROM completion when the power was set at 0.90 and using an alpha of 0.10.

Data analysis
The RP answers were recorded electronically by the robot, while the NP answers were recorded on paper. All data were stored in the Castor data management system.30 The data were analysed using SPSS statistical software (V.22; IBM) and Microsoft Excel (Office 365; Microsoft, Redmond, WA, USA).

The autonomous completion percentage was determined as the number of RP interactions without interrupting events, as a percentage of the total number of RP interactions. An interrupting event is defined as any HCP intervention necessary for further continuation of the interview by the robot, for example, because of a robot failure. The task duration of each interview was calculated as the difference in time between the first and last answers. In the RP interactions, the time was recorded electronically by the robot, and for the NP interaction the time was calculated from the interview recording.

The data similarity was calculated for three indexes. The Frailty Index (FI) was calculated from the 18-question TOPICS-SF,31 excluding any missing values. FI is used for the phenotypic categorisation of participants as Frail, Prefrail or Robust, where Prefrail was equivalent to two to five deficits reported in the TOPICS-SF questionnaire (giving an FI of 0.1–0.25).12 The overall PWI was calculated from the average scores on questions 2–8 of the PWI, which was converted to a value on a scale from 0 to 100, with higher scores reflecting higher well-being.26 The PWI was categorised into three categories: low, medium and high, with cut-offs pragmatically defined as the overall mean±SD of all index values from PWInurse and PWIrobot. The Resilience Scale resulted in a Resilience Index (RI) between 0 and 100, where higher scores reflected higher resilience.27 The RIs were converted using gender-specific norm values, then categorised into low, medium or high-resilience categories.

Each participant thus obtained six indexes: FI nurse, RI nurse, PWI nurse, FI robot, PWI robot and RI robot. Following the method of Bland and Altman,33 34 the agreement between the two assays for each index was analysed using scatter plots of the samples, where \( S(x,y) = (\text{Index}_{\text{nurse}} + \text{Index}_{\text{robot}}) / 2, \text{ Index}_{\text{nurse}} - \text{Index}_{\text{robot}} \). The intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC) for the continuous measures (the indexes) were determined in SPSS using a two-way mixed model that analysed the absolute agreement between the robot and nurse measurements. Additionally, Cohen’s kappa (κ) was calculated for the ordinal measures to analyse the inter-rater agreement between RP and NP. A κ< 0 was characterised as no agreement, 0.00–0.20 as slight agreement, 0.21–0.40 as fair agreement, 0.41–0.60 as moderate agreement, 0.61–0.80 as substantial agreement and 0.81–1.00 as almost perfect agreement.35

Indices were first measured as a discrete integer value within a finite interval, and next—for the purpose of classifying patients into groups—were converted into a categorical value, and therefore both ICC and κ were calculated.36 Carry-over effects were determined by comparing the sequential results of both study groups.

Finally, the participants were asked to score the acceptability of the robot using Almereg questionnaires.37 These questionnaires assessed distinct properties of robot usability: attitude towards the robot, facilitating conditions, anxiety, perceived sociability, social influence, perceived ease of use, social presence, perceived enjoyment, trust and perceived usefulness (online supplementary table 1). Each construct was judged using a seven-point Likert scale. The answers were converted into a value on a 0–10 scale, with higher scores reflecting higher acceptability. Constructs consisting of more items were averaged, and negatively formulated items were reversed in the summation.

RESULTS
Participants
Forty-two people (45% female) participated in this study, all of whom lived independently in a Dutch city, were native Dutch speakers, were an average of 77.1 (SD=5.7) years old and on average completed their secondary education. Hearing aids were used by four participants (10%), and spectacles were used by 34 of them (83%). Forty-five per cent of our subjects had recent health service contacts (29% no contact, 26% unknown). Online supplementary table 2 shows the participant flow diagram while online supplementary table 2 provides the participant demographics. All participants completed the allocated treatment, that is, interview sessions; therefore, the intention-to-treat and per-protocol analyses were identical.

Task durations and autonomy
Both task times were positively skewed, and a paired t-test was allowed.38 Participants completed their RP interaction with a mean task duration of 16.57 min (SD=1.53 min), while the mean NP task duration was not significantly shorter (14.92 min, SD=8.47 min, \( n=42, t=1.33, p=0.19 \)). Three of the 42 RP interactions required an interruption event by the nurse, once because of a technical failure and twice because of a participant start-up command failure. The autonomous completion percentage was therefore 92.8%. The Human-Participant (HP) interactions showed a 100% completion.

Frailty Index
The FI data agreement is shown by the Bland-Altman plot in figure 2. The FI differences showed a normal
distribution. The mean FI difference between the data acquired during the RP and NP interactions was 0.001 (SD=0.053), and the lower and upper limits of agreement (LOA) were –0.105 and 0.102, respectively (95% CI –0.107 to –0.102, and 0.100 to 0.104, respectively). A systematic error of 0.13% was observed in the FI differences, but no systematic trend was detected. No significant difference was found between the RP and NP FIs (t=–0.16, df=41, p=0.87), and the κ value was 0.61, indicating substantial agreement. The ICC was 0.79 (95% CI 0.65 to 0.88; F(41,41)=8.49, p<0.001). The carry-over effects were symmetric. The participants gave an average of 4.1±2.4 different answers to the robot or nurse, where 85% differed by one grade on the item scale, 12% differed by two grades and 3% differed by three or more grades.

**Personal Wellbeing Index**

The PWI differences were normally distributed (figure 3). The PWI mean difference was 0.44 (SD=4.27), with lower and upper LOAs of –7.94 (95% CI –8.69 to –7.18) and 8.81 (95% CI 8.06 to 9.58), respectively. A systematic error <0.5% was observed, with no trend detected in the PWI differences. No significant difference was detected (t=0.67, df=41, p=0.51), and the κ value was 0.50, which indicated moderate agreement. The ICC was 0.86 (95% CI 0.76 to 0.92; F(41,41)=13.53, p<0.001). The carry-over effects were symmetric. The participants gave an average of 3.2±1.9 different answers to the robot and nurse, 81% of which differed by one grade on the item scale, 12% differed by two grades and 7% differed by three or more grades.

**Resilience Index**

The RI Bland-Altman plot is presented in figure 4. The mean difference was 4.07 (SD=5.29) with lower and upper LOAs of –6.30 (95% CI –13.27 to 0.66) and 14.45 (95% CI 7.48 to 21.41), respectively. No trend was observed, but we did note a significant systematic difference (t=4.99, df=41, p<0.01): participant RIs scored by the nurse were higher than those scored by the robot. The κ value was 0.45, indicating moderate agreement between the NP and RP values. The ICC was 0.66 (95% CI 0.23 to 0.84; F(41,41)=7.04, p<0.001). The carry-over effects were asymmetric: for the nurse-then-robot group, \( R_{\text{nurse}} \) was 44.0 and \( R_{\text{robot}} \) was 41.4, showing a significant decrease in RI (p=0.014), while for the robot-then-nurse group, \( R_{\text{robot}} \) was 42.3 and \( R_{\text{nurse}} \) was 47.7, indicating a significant increase in RI (p<0.001). The participants gave an average of 7.9±4.0 different answers to the robot and nurse, where 97% differed by one grade on the item scale, 2% differed by two grades and 1% differed by three grades.

**Acceptability**

The acceptability of using the robot was scored from the Almere model variables (online supplementary...
Our findings suggest that social robots can autonomously and acceptably interview older adults and collect valid PROM data. The primary outcome showed that 93% of the RP interactions were autonomously completed, and provided reliable FI, PWI and RI data. This demonstrated that a social robot may assist HCPs in collecting PROM data from older adults, which may free more of the HCP’s time for basic and specialised healthcare tasks. The questionnaires were completed an average of 1.63 min (SD=0.02 min) faster when performed by a nurse rather than the robot, with no significant difference. However, the large SD in the task time by the nurse condition was unexpected. The interview duration for five participants was more than 28 min, whereas for another five participants the interview duration was less than 9 min. This is caused by some participants elucidating on their answers (increasing interview time), or by the nurse handling some questions with some participants much quicker and not asking for confirmation (decreasing interview time).

The overall agreement between the outcomes of the frailty, resilience and well-being assessments was fair to good; for example, only one of the six subjects categorised as frail by the nurse was considered prefrail by the robot, and none were considered robust. It should be noted that inter-rater and repeated-measurement differences in the PROM data can appear due to (A) ‘real’ changes of person’s frailty, personal well-being and resilience, and (B) the overall reliability of the measurement instrument. Based on an earlier study on the responsiveness and stability of the longer term (ie, 3–12 months) PROM ratings in a community-based older adult population, similar to the one we have tested, we presumed that in a 2-week period the PROM outcomes would not relevantly change. However, we have not formally assessed this stability over 2 weeks, which is a limitation of our study. Only for resilience, a small but significant difference appeared between the nurse and the robot ‘rater’, that is, the nurse acquired a higher resilience score than the robot. A possible reason might be that the type of questions on resilience nudged the participants to give a more positive answer to the nurse than to the robot, because patients often want to make a favourable impression to nursing staff due to the power imbalance in the nurse–patient relationships. Also, several participants judged the resilience scale too undifferentiated, which may have contributed to this behaviour. The reason for score difference is not likely to be caused only because of the technical nurse versus robot difference, as then we also expect to find a significant difference for the frailty and the well-being indexes. Future research is needed to investigate if this is a persistent effect and, if yes, how to interpret it.

The participant scores of Attitude towards the Robot, Perceived Ease of Use, and Perceived Enjoyment were in line with similar studies, such as the results reported by Briggs et al for their Parkinson’s Disease Questionnaire. They teleoperated a Nao robot to conduct a health status survey with people with Parkinson’s disease, with the researcher typing the questions subsequently spoken by the robot. The participant’s verbal response was heard by the teleoperator, who directed the reaction of the robot. Briggs et al found that participants reacted positively to the robot overall; however, the robot served more as an intermediary for a human and less as the independent entity used in our study. Broadbent et al reported that 75% of the participants in their study responded positively to the use of a robot in an interview situation. They used an iRobi robot to monitor patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) at their rural homes over a 4-month period. The robot completed weekly clinical COPD questionnaires with the patient by verbally asking questions, answerable via a touch screen on the robot. This touch screen interaction is quite different from the voice-controlled interaction used in the present study. During method definition, we considered including an additional comparison with tablet-based surveys but decided against this because of the significantly lower user acceptability in a similar population.

The results may be generalisable to older outpatients or patients visiting general practice, as 45% of our subjects had recent health service contacts. The results cannot yet be translated to older inpatient groups, who in general have more severe functional or cognitive limitations.

The strength of our study is that it is the first to use a social robot for PROM data collection among older adults in a clinical outpatient setting. We administered three well-validated and frequently used questionnaires in a novel way, as compared with the paper, computer, laptop or smartphone-based data collection methods commonly used. The voice-controlled interaction...
facilitated a natural manner of communicating, and the design included enough dialogue options to enable the dialogue to be completed without intervention in the majority of cases.

Our study also had some limitations. First, there was some selection bias by our voluntary response recruitment, which resulted in relatively highly educated participants. Moreover, our respondents were not actual patients. Rerunning the study as a real-world application with frail older patients of different socioeconomic status will be important for a generalisation of our study results. Second, the robot’s audio sensing and language processing functions still have room for improvement. Third, patients could not be blinded to group allocation. The final limitation is that we did not study the evaluation of the robot–patient interaction as perceived by nurses and other HCPs. This should also be carried out before the wide-scale use of robot healthcare assistants.

Many people are concerned about robots taking over human jobs. For this reason, we introduced the robot as an assistant to the HCP, not as a replacement. The HCP remains in control of patient care, but can ask the participant to be interviewed by the robot assistant. For the HCP, having a robot assistant is a new but helpful experience, and it is important that they are involved in its development. Our findings should stimulate the further study of the interaction modes between patients, HCPs and social robots. Our study indicates that autonomously acquiring PROM data with a social robot among older adults is an acceptable procedure for this group. These insights are needed for future studies in which an integrated care pathway solution including a social robot can be realised, where patients are admitted to a clinic and interviewed and guided along their treatment path by robot healthcare assistants.

In conclusion, we have shown that the use of a social robot for conducting PROMs may be a valuable tool for HCPs and an acceptable interviewer for older patients. We recommend the further study of multimodal PROM questioning and the handling of open dialogues by social robots in the interactions between older patients and their HCPs. The next step is to study the implementation of social robot assistants in clinical practice.
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